Lecturer’s beliefs and practice in integrating digital literacy into lesson
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Abstract. This is case study at University level, Padang Indonesia, aimed to examining lecturer’s beliefs and practice in integrating digital literacy into lesson. The data taken base on lecturers’ interviewed following observations in class to explore lecturer’s practice in using digital literacy. The participants of this study were four lecturers who teach English reading and writing. The data were analyzed qualitatively by explaining lecturers’ beliefs of integrating digital literacy and their practice. As the result, the lecturers who teach writing and reading at university have a strong belief that integrating digital literacy into the lesson is essencial to do. Unfortunately, in practices, the lecturers use digital literacy limitedly on e-learning that must be used in the university as the requirement. It suggested that the lecturers should balance the reflection of their beliefs and practice in integrating digital literacy into lesson.
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1. Introduction

In digital era, involving in educational world, digital literacy is an important issue to support development of teaching and learning process. Digital literacies are commonly understood as the various skills that can be learned to use information from technology. This become the demand of 21st century skills concerning to teachers’ creativity in classroom practice. The skills and abilities of 21st Century need to teach such skills that taxonomies, theorists, and researchers have emphasized the need for critical reading, synthesis of sources, and collaborative work [1].

Many perspectives offer recommendation on digital literacies to be practiced in the classroom [2]. In some ways, technology should be balanced in education that the skills students need for the future work is an issue that should be related to the college curriculum development. It means that individuals need to be mastered both technology and information literacy. This challenge should be considered by teachers related to the use of digital literacy in improving their teaching. So, it is suggested that in particular, information and communication technology skills should also be involved in teaching programs [3].
But, digital practices and information and communication technology skills becomes the problem related to digital literacy since the use of incomplete open resources, [4] and few teachers realized it in school contexts. So that, digital literacy is not easy to be implemented in classroom practice, the teachers need to integrate and develop digital literacies into lessons, curricula, and programs [5]. In this case, teachers’ beliefs about digital literacy can guide the teachers to make it into practice in teaching learning process because beliefs is important for teacher to enrich their skill to evolve knowledge related to better understanding of using digital literacy in classroom.

Teachers’ beliefs are assumed regarding to educational issues as the filter for instructional and curricular decision and actions [6]. Beliefs appear from the perspectives that what teachers feel to be success on making plan for classroom activities [7]. Beliefs also come from the past experience in teaching that give benefit for the teachers to make decisions for future teaching practice. Beliefs are also useful to guide teachers in preparing their teaching strategies that influence teacher’s well-being, in creating language learners’ learning environment, motivation, language achievement and ability [8]. In short, teachers’ beliefs are important to improve educational process.

Concerning teaching practices, teachers acts are based on their beliefs [9]; thus in teaching learning process, the teachers need to be aware of their beliefs that related to their view of language, the social context of language, learning and learners, and also teaching situation. All these issues are related to globalization and digitalization that have been reshaped the communication that affect how and with whom to communicate [10].

Although beliefs are important to be considered in classroom practice, it is also possible for teachers to change their beliefs. In technology based classroom, teacher’s educational beliefs can change substantively, demonstrating various views which shows that it is easier to change classroom practices rather than educational beliefs [6]. This condition is possible happened in other classrooms to be research. To be related with that, it was found that there were gaps between teacher’s beliefs about teaching and the practices in the classroom [11]. It is commonly faced by the teachers that what they believed and their practices are different, because beliefs are considered as an ideal while practices are the realities.

This article is aimed to evaluate teachers’ beliefs and practice in integrating digital literacy into the lesson, as case study in Padang Indonesian context, specifically in teaching English reading and writing at university level. It examines the relationship between the beliefs and classroom practice of the lecturers who teach English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in university level, because it is assumed that beliefs and practice are interrelated [6]. The analysis and discussion of the data were carried out under the research questions identified as how is lecturers’ beliefs about the importance of using digital literacy in English Reading and Writing classes? How does the development interpersonal and social process happen in digital literacy utilization? How lecturers’ practice of using digital literacy in teaching and assessment?

2. Review of Related Literature

2.1 Digital Literacy

Although the term of digital literacy has been used in 1980, nowadays it still becomes the popular issue cause of the development of technologies affect humans’ life more and more. It is defined as the ability to communicate with information of hypertexts by using computer
Then, the concept of digital literacy is viewed wider as the ability to understand and use information from various digital resources. In other words, digital literacy needs the ability to read and write by using information technology with the current era. Gilster (2007) claimed that digital literacy is about how to master ideas where the technical skills-based are emphasized on how digital literacy is promoted and taught.

Digital literacy refers to the practices of communicating, relating, thinking and being associated with digital media and how these media affects the kinds of literacy practices [13]. In short, the practices of reading and writing can be determined by the available of digital tools. In line with this view, digital literacies involve the use of digital technologies for encoding and accessing texts in communication which shows attitude and ability of individuals to use digital tools in term of to identify, access, manage, integrate, evaluate, analyze and synthesize digital resources, construct new knowledge, create media expressions, and communicate with others, in specific life situations contexts[2].

For English language instruction, digital literacy activities can be embedded to foster language learning and digital literacy acquisition that addresses four aspects: “(1) using basic digital skills, (2) creating and communicating information, (3) finding and evaluating information, and (4) solving problems in technology-rich environments” [5]. These activities cannot be separated in integrating digital literacy in language teaching.

The various ways are needed to integrate digital literacy into English language instruction. Students can participate collaboratively for a project or problem-solving activities through teleconference. The interactive skills used in such activity of taking turns, giving opinions, expressing agreement or disagreement, and active listening that provide opportunities for real-world situations to acquire English language [5]. In reading strategies for instance, it is important to use print reading and to consider digital environments that include previewing, predicting, asking questions, monitoring comprehension, and making connections [5].

Literacy in Indonesia is an interesting area of study to be researched. Literacy has been viewed to predict how well a country develops it in education contexts. Most literatures that provide findings on English writing and reading and composition, as well as findings on rhetorical studies, claim that being able to write and read in English is a sign of an individual’s literacy existence and growth of [14]. Furthermore, literacy is not only things that are going on inside people’s head, cognitive processes of encoding and decoding words and sentences, but also all interpersonal and social processes that relates to a way of developing new ideas and solutions of the problems in reading and writing [13].

2.2 Teachers’ Beliefs and Practice in Using Digital Literacy

Teachers’ beliefs are assumptions regarding to educational issues that is said intended and do as the filter for instructional and curricular decision and actions [6]. Conceptually, belief is defined as individual capability in evaluating self thought, to decide true or not true. The connection of teachers’ beliefs and reflective teaching can be explored by questioning; how do teachers’ beliefs influence their teaching? [15]. It means that teachers’ perception is influenced by the beliefs which affect their action.

In English language teaching, teachers’ thought can be affected by their beliefs in doing classroom practices. It is because many aspects of teaching were guided by beliefs as role which relevant to their classroom practices itself. Teachers’ beliefs concern to their teaching practices that provide an opportunity to comprehend lesson practices in classroom, so that, teachers can improve many teaching skills [15]. This assumed that beliefs are closely related
to English language teaching practices, which functioning as background of teachers’ action or classroom instructional, which affect the role of engagement of students interaction in classroom and their learning environments [15].

Graves (2000) categorized the framework in articulating beliefs, that are: (1) teachers’ view of language, including how the language should be learned; (2) the language social context, including language teaching sociopolitical issues, sociocultural, and sociolinguistic; (3) learning and learner, including the process of discovery and solving of problem in learning by learners; and (3) teaching, including the process of knowledge transmitting to the students, and how the knowledge is negotiated with learning method and students skills.

In line with Graves (2000), many other studies found that the effectiveness and the quality of teaching are affected by teachers’ beliefs, especially pedagogical beliefs. It considered as important aspect in guiding the teachers to understand and improve teaching action, including classroom behaviors, judgments, and instructional decisions. Furthermore, teachers’ beliefs also construct environment for students that influence their motivation and outcomes in learning [16]. It is assumed that many aspects in learning process including teaching goals and values, teaching roles and contents, and teaching environment are constructed by teachers’ beliefs. That becomes the background of making decisions in teaching practice [9].

In similar point to teachers’ beliefs, digital literacy also determines the success of language teaching. Digital media and literacy practices can help the students to learn foreign language and give opportunities for them who are wished to navigate professional worlds [17]. In listening course, podcasts are available to add listening opportunities to almost any topic or theme. Assigning students individually to listen to the podcasts, to watch videos on You-tube channel, and other media through internet based. It facilitate teachers to differentiate instruction and to explores many interest and diverse of student needs in order to expand students abilities. In reading course, online texts can be helpful for reading comprehension by using pictures, hyper-links to meaning of word (in English or the students’ first language), illustrative videos, and recordings of word pronunciations all provide support written form to meaning. In writing course, the internet offers access to a broad spectrum of potential readers. Students are using their emerging English skills by writing for authentic readers. Writing-based technologies, especially those involving the internet, provide many chances for students to explore their writing skill [5]. In conclusions, teachers’ beliefs and digital literacy can be integrated in to the lesson in teaching practices.

3. Research Method

This study is designed as case studies, aimed examining lecturer’s beliefs and practice in integrating digital literacy into lesson in university level, Padang Indonesia. The participants of this study were four lecturers who teach English reading and writing. The data taken base on lecturers’ interviewed following observations in class to explore teacher’s practice in using digital literacy. Then, the data were analyzed qualitatively by explaining teachers’ beliefs of integrating digital literacy and practice. The characteristics of teachers’ beliefs were taken from Grave (2000) that related to teachers’ view of language, the social context of language, learning and learners, and teaching [7]. The beliefs of digital literacy were taken from some views [17]; [3], [12] [13]; and [5].

The analysis and discussion of the data were carried out under the research questions identified as research problems of this paper. The open ended questionnaires were also used for exploring teachers’ beliefs. Then, teachers’ were interviewed following observations in class in exploring teacher’s practice in using digital literacy. The participants of this study
were four lecturers who teach reading and writing. Two lecturers teach reading (lecturer A and B) and two others teach writing (lecturer C and D). Thus the four lecturers and their 132 students were participated in this study.

4. Finding and Discussion

4.1 Finding

The data were analyzed into research questions that show lecturers’ beliefs on the important of digital literacy in teaching, how digital literacy affects students in learning, and how the lecturers’ practice digital literacy in teaching.

At first, the lecturers (A, B, C, and D) were requested to explore about their beliefs and the importance of using digital literacy in classes of Reading and Writing. They are mostly viewed that digital literacy utilization are needed in teaching. They perceive that in welcoming the era of industrial revolution 4.0, the use of digital literacy is very effective in the daily life involving teaching because the students are close with technology. The students can search the literatures they need in learning without lecturers’ assistance outside the classroom. The lecturers only facilitate them in such searching the sources recommended.

Furthermore, two lecturers (A and B) perceive that there is cognitive development process in using digital literacy. Digital literacy makes the students accustomed to access reading sources for their knowledge enrichment. While others (C and D) think that it depend on the students whether they want to learn much utilizing digital literacy or not. If the students are diligent to read manually or access digitally reading sources, their cognitive will be developed well. But if they read rarely, it is hard to increase their cognitive.

The second question is about the development interpersonal and social process happened in digital literacy utilization. There are various views of the lecturers in answering this question. Two lecturers (A and D) believe that interpersonal and social process can be happened in using digital literacy. If the students are confused of the instruction, they will communicate it to the lecturer. Then, the lecturer gives the example of e-learning that there is discussion forum in e-learning application. Through the discussion, the students can be interacted each others. Meanwhile, lecturers (B and C) mention that the interpersonal and social processes are lack in digital literacy utilization. The students work with machine without communicating with others.

In some ways, the all lecturers (A, B, C, and D) believe that in using digital literacy, the students need concern of technical ability in communication with others in specific life situations. When the students are not able technically using digital literacy, it will make them difficult in using it optimally. More dominant the student in technical skill will be easier they access information and learning resources.

The lecturers believe that digital literacy utilization helps the students in increasing their learning. Although one of them (A) perceives that the students are in transition phase to understand of digital literacy use, but they must use it, because this is digital era. Anything the students want to access can be established in digital devises. While the others (B, C, and D) believe that the students can increase students’ learning by using digital literacy.

Moreover, the lecturers (A, B, C, and D) strongly agreed that the students can be master of the skills learned (writing and reading) if they use digital literacy optimally. Writing and reading are closely related to digital literacy used. In writing, for example, the students need to develop their idea by reading much. The source of reading can be established by accessing information through digital literacy. So, the intensity of sing digital literacy will make them
fluent in writing. Then, as the receptive skill, reading skill needs much information to be accessed that digital literacy accommodate this need for the students.

The last questions are about lecturers’ practice of using digital literacy in teaching and assessment. In practicing, lecturer A do not use digital literacy as the main media, but only as the aid in teaching, as the reason students readiness in using digital literacy. If the lecturer put digital literacy as main media, it will be complicated way for students if it is become the demand of the lecturer. In assessment, lecturer A usually uses e-learning for task submission. Then, lecturer B uses digital literacy especially in searching international journal in internet. In assessment, she uses e-learning to collect students’ task, but it is rarely done by the lecturer. Lecturer C recommends the students in searching e-book, journal and online-text in internet. So, the students utilize digital literacy in fulfillment of learning and task. The last, lecturer does digital literacy practice by uploading teaching material in e-learning. She also accommodates online discussion with the students. For assessment, the lecturer usually instructs the students to summarize the article, beside scanning and skimming the text through online text.

4.2 Discussion

As the finding shows in this study that the lecturers’ perspectives about the importance of digital literacy is the potential consideration in practicing it at classroom. Unfortunately, it was not optimal yet to practice, because integrating digital literacy into lesson is challenging for both the lecturers and students. Because of technology changes rapidly, language teachers are in position of challenging the intersection of possibilities of using digital literacy, teaching with digital texts and using social media, or teaching not with digital texts and social media [1]. This condition influences their practice that a little bit different with what their beliefs. That is because the digital environments they use reduce opportunities of teachers interaction with students.

The concept of digital literacy is understood to be closely related to learning processes as social practices, as the examples of how digital literacies can be introduced and performed in courses and educational programs within teacher education are given [18]. The finding of this study are closely related to finding of Olsson & Edman-Stalbrant’s research that the lecturer have the effort to integrate digital literacy, although it is not as what they believe about digital literacy itself [18].

5. Conclusion

Based on the findings, it is possible having conclusion that the lecturers who teach writing and reading in university have a strong belief that it is important to integrate digital literacy into the lesson. They perceive that using digital literacy bring the students to cognitive development. Then, some of them are sure that in digital literacy utilization appears interpersonal and social interaction process, while some others think that lack of social interaction in digital literacy. So, the lecturers believe that technical skill is essential in utilizing digital literacy. In addition, the lecturers also think that the digital literacy integration into lesson affect the students’ acceleration in learning, because it help the student to enrich their knowledge through technology. In practice, the lecturers use digital literacy limitedly on e-learning that must be used in the university as the requirement. In reading, not all of them optimally use others program such as using images, hyperlinks to word meanings, illustrative videos, and recordings of word pronunciations in supporting written form to meaning for
reading. In writing, only one the lecturer offers writing-based technologies that those provide opportunities for students to be writers. While the other one only uses e-learning as the activities of task demand. In conclusion, this research suggests that the lecturers should balance the reflection of their beliefs in instructional practices, in order to have all inclusive understanding of teachers’ beliefs and practices related to digital literacy.
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